Camera Tower
Ensuring fast service and high
quality photos

I

DEMIA’s Camera Tower is designed specifically for the high volume
and image service and high quality demands of driver’s license and
government ID issuers.

Driver’s license and government ID
issuers need to provide customers
with fast service and reduced wait
times,
while taking high-quality
photos of their customers.
The design of the IDEMIA Camera
Tower is based on decades of
experience, built with professionalgrade
construction,
and
is
manufactured in the United States.
The Camera Tower
provides
maximum
automation
and
minimum user involvement. Its
software-driven
autofocus
lens
system automatically centers on the
customer’s face, and readjusts as
the customer shifts.
The flash unit provides high speed,
consistent illumination with a
duty cycle of 250,000 flashes. With

over a billion photos taken with
IDEMIA cameras, you get a nearly
maintenance free Camera Tower,
long life expectancy, and a low cost
of ownership.

Photo quality
compliance
Operator gets immediate
confirmation of AAMVA and
ICAO compliance.

Two base plate options –
standard or reduced-footprint
To better organize peripherals and
add counter space, the reducedfootprint base is almost five inches
shorter than the standard base
and is five pounds lighter. Both
options are adjustable to varying
heights to accommodate tables and
counter surfaces that are at differing
distances from the floor.
With a rugged design and
mountable base, you can secure this
critical device to a counter or other
surface with a bolt down option.
This secure mounting prevents
movement, minimizes theft, and
helps ensure consistent photos
from one applicant to the next.

Real-time
view
Live video allows operators to
see what the camera sees and
confirm the customer’s position.

Shorter wait
times
Capturing a portrait in 2
seconds or less helps reduce
transaction time.

Why IDEMIA?
IDEMIA’s Camera Tower takes
more than 40 million quality
portraits in the U.S. each year
and captures superior AAMVAcompliant digital images –
in various ambient lighting
situations.

These captured images are
optimized for use with facial
recognition
systems
and
ultimately for the production of
high-quality driver’s license and
identification cards.

Shown (L-R):
Standard base plate,
Reduced-footprint base plate
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A reliable, easy to use Camera
Tower, guaranteeing portrait
quality

